Sarah was making a 4-H Bulletin Board at her After school program to let everyone know about 11 different 4-H Projects. A huge gust of wind came through the window and blew all the letters she had cut out all around the room. Can you help her put the 11 4-H Project Titles in the correct order?

1. GUB GLOCLETICN
   Clue: B ___ C ____________

2. TNDLEEENOIDN
   N______________

3. OGD REAC
   D___ C_______

4. EFASTY
   S__________

5. MABDKGNREAIB
   B_____________

6. DGNKOWWROO
   W_____________

7. TSRA & TFSACR
   A____ & C_______

8. LTEAHH
   H________

9. DIHCL RCAE
   C_____ _____

10. PSAELRESHI
    L__________

11. LIUBCP KPGSIENA
    P_______ S____________
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